Philadelphia Creek Trash Assessment (PCTA) Methodology
Mill Run Creek Test Case

Mill Run Creek emerges from a covered creek in Philadelphia to an open creek in Cheltenham. The Creek has extensive trash build-up along the banks and in the creek bed.
PWD’s T-088-01 outfall is one of 12 outfalls along Mill Run
Creek between Cheltenham Ave and New 2nd Street.
This paper documents an analysis to determine which of
these 12 municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) outfall(s) is/are causing this stormwater pollution problem?

Extensive Creek Trash between Coventry
Ave. and Valley Rd., left bank

Draft, for discussion (5/9/13)
Subject to revision as methodology is further developed and tested.
Kelly O’Day

Creek Trash Assessment
There are several factors that contribute to the difficulty of establishing the specific sources for observed creek
trash:
1. Multiple Potential Sources
- Trash in Upstream flow
		
- Overland flow of litter/ trash
		
- Outfall Discharge
		
- Illegal Dumping
		
2. Material Behave Differently in Water
- Paper deteriorates quickly
		
- Plastic bottles float - may travel longer distances
		
- Plastic bags - often snagged by bank branches or entrained in creek bed
		
3. Creek Channel Conditions Affect Trash Deposition
- Smooth - concrete channels do not retain trash
		
- Rocky channels may retain plastic bags, bottles
		
- Woody debris jams may retain plastic bags, food wrappers
		
- Backwater pools may retain bottles
		
4. Measurement Limitations
		- No instrumentation can monitor variety of trash objects under all conditions
- Must rely on visual observation
		
- AWS has shown discrepancy between visual observations and full trapping counts
		
- Unit of measure (weight [ dry or wet], counts [bottle versus tire?], size )
		
To effectively assess creek trash cause - effect relationships, we need a systematic method that addresses these
issues so that assessment results can be made reproducible by independent observers.

Philadelphia Creek Trash Assessment (PCTA) Prototype
There are a number of techniques for analyzing various aspects of urban creek trash problems, however, the
author has not found a systematic, reproducible methodology for comprehensively investigating the sources
and severity of creek trash problems.
This paper applies a 3 step Philadelphia Creek Trash Assessment process to the Mill Run Creek trash situation
to demonstrate an analysis approach that could be applied to Philadelphia area creeks to establish the extent
and potential sources of creek trash.
The Mill Run Creek offers an excellent location to develop and test creek trash assessment techniques because it only has one type of source, stormwater outfalls. Since PWD’s T-088-01 outfall makes up the entire
“upstream flow” for the Creek, we do not need to worry about other upstream sources. Inspection of the area
around the Creek shows that there is minimal potential overland flow of litter/ trash and illegal dumping.
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PCTA - A 3 Step Process
1. Preparation
		- Prepare GIS map of creek stretch to be evaluated
		
- Locate drainage area boundaries on map
		
- Locate outfalls on map
		
- Establish creek segments based on outfalls, flow patterns, channel conditions, trash inputs
2. Field Trash Survey
		- Assess potential upstream trash discharge to stretch of creek to be studied
		
- Assess outfall discharges, upstream/ downstream conditions
		
- Record channel roughness
		
- Assign channel segment URTA trash score
		
- Record significant trash build-up areas
			
o Location - use GPS unit & digital camera
			
o Method of deposition
				
* Snag in woody debris jam
				* Channel beaching
				* High water beaching
			
o Type of trash material
				
* Neutral buoyancy (plastic bags)
				
* Floaters (bottles, plastic or Styrofoam cups)
			
o Extent of Build-up
3. Analysis
		- Think mass balance
		
- Map sources, channel roughness, build-ups, segments trash scores
		
- Link sources to segment conditions (may be obvious, often difficult)
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Mill Run Creek Trash Assessment: Step 1- Preparation
The ArcGIS Explorer GIS application and PWD outfall data layer were used for this analysis. Figure 1 shows a
portion of the GIS map with the 12 Mill Run Creek outfalls.
Figure 1: ArcGisExplorer GIS map with Outfalls

Figure 2: PWD Outfall T-088-01 - Just Below Cheltenham Ave

Figure 2 shows PWD’s T-088-01 outfall which comprises the entire Mill
Run Creek flow just downstream of
Cheltenham Ave.
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Figure 3 shows Philadelphi
Oak Lane.

a’s the T-088-01 MS4 drainage area, approximately 450 acres in parts of East and West
Figure 3: PWD’s Approximate T-088-01 MS4 Drainage Area

T-088-01 MS4 Drainage Area
Approx. 450 acres

Mill Run Creek Trash Assessment: Step 3 - Analysis
Figure 4 shows how Mill Run Creek has been sub-divided into 5 Creek segments (A-E), assigned an Urban RTA
trash level score (link below), outfall summary and channel roughness rating.
California Waterboards explanation of Urban Rapid Trash Assessment Methodology available here:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/tmdl/records/region_2/2008/ref2472.pdf

The trash level pattern seems unusual, with Segment A getting a Marginal Urban rating, Section B getting a
Poor Urban Rating , Segment C getting Sub optimal Rating and finally Segments D and E getting Poor Urban
ratings. How can well reconcile these up and down trash level ratings with the outfall locations?
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Figure 4: Mill Run Creek Urban RTA Trash Scores & Outfalls by Segment

We need to look at the channel roughness conditions to understand the distribution of trash in Mill Run Creek.
The 2 Sec A outfalls only have moderate impact on Sec A because it has mix of concrete and natural channel
with little vegetation along the banks while Sec B has natural channel and vegetation along both banks.
Sec C has concrete channel and little trash even though there are 2 Sec A and 7 Sec C 9 outfalls involved.
Sec D, on the other hand, has no outfalls yet severe trash because it has a natural channel and vegetation
along banks.
The next 5 photos show the channel conditions for the 5 segments and help explain the variation in creek trash
conditions downstream of Cheltenham Ave.
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Figure 5: Segment A - Rocks make channel rough, however, no
significant bank vegetation or debris jams to snag trash

Figure 7: Segment C - Channel walls and floor
smooth, eliminating trash snap opportunities
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Figure 6: Segment B - Channel vegetation makes channel very rough,
several trash build-ups caused by branches along banks

Figure 8: End of Segment C, Beginning of Segment D: Notice how
trash build-up starts at beginning of Segment CD where concrete wall
changes to natural conditons, snagging trash
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Figure 9: Segment E, near Lenape Ave. Note trash caught by channel rocks
and bank vegetation. Also notice bottles - cups.
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